VELAMMAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Approved by AICTE - New Delhi, Affiliated to Anna University - Chennai
Velammal Knowledge Park, Ponneri
welcomes you to participate in

The Project Competition –
to unleash the creativity of Student Community

INNOVATE 16
Engineering Students
Thrust Areas
Computing Sciences Electrical & Electronic Sciences Mechanical Sciences

TECH BRAHMA
School Students
Project Areas
Robotics-Robo Sport Game Development-Energy Animation-Global warming
App Development-Education Science Expo

Eligibility: 2nd & 3rd year Engineering Students of appropriate Streams from Velammal Group of Institutions
• VII std to XII std School Students across the State

Last Date for Registration: 03/02/2016, Date of intimation: 10/02/2016

COMPETITION DATE: 26.02.16 & 27.02.16

WIN CASH PRIZES WORTH
₹ 75,000

CONTACT US:
Project Coordinator For INNOVATE
Mr. S. Ilayaraja, Asso. Prof / ECE Dept - 98403 55052
Velammal Institute of Technology, Velammal Knowledge Park,
Kolkata Highway, Panchetti, Thiruvallur District, Chennai - 601 204.
E: innovate@velammalitech.edu.in

Project Coordinator For TECH BRAHMA
Ms. Hemalatha Sri - 90877 82000, Ms. Lavanya - 90878 96115
The Velammal International School, Velammal Knowledge Park,
Kolkata Highway, Panchetti, Thiruvallur District, Chennai - 601 204
E: robotics@vkm.co.in